[Development of the meniscal replacement in clinical practice].
To review the details of the current efforts to reconstruct or replace the meniscus. Three kinds of procedures of reconstructing or replacing the meniscus were analyzed and evaluated by an extensive review of the latest literatures concerned. Three kinds of techniques were established to reconstruct the meniscus clinically, i.e., the allograft of the meniscus, meniscal reconstruction with the autotendon, and the meniscus scaffold. There were still a few defects in the meniscal replacement, and so the curative techniques would still be investigated. Many efforts have been made to reconstruct the meniscus after its injury or its resection so as to prevent degeneration of the knee joint. The meniscal replacement has been employed for many years, but it has not worked so well. The establishment of an ideal replacement of the meniscus requires further studies. Therefore, reconstruction of the meniscus function is still a challenging problem to the surgeons concerned.